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The Advanced Particle-astrophysics Telescope (APT) [2] is a planned space-based observatory to survey the entire sky
for gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). It seeks to promptly detect these transient events, then communicate with narrow-band
instruments for follow-up observations. To this end, we are developing analytical methods for real-time detection and
localization of GRBs, then parallelizing and accelerating the software pipeline to maintain sufficient throughput for
computing hardware that might fly onboard the orbiting platform.
As described in [6], we focus on detecting events for which a GRB’s photons Compton-scatter one or more times
within the instrument until they are eventually photoabsorbed. All scatterings for one photon appear simultaneous at
the time resolution of the detector. Our localization pipeline, then, has three primary stages: (1) reconstructing each
photon’s trajectory in the instrument to estimate an annulus containing the photon’s source direction; then combining
the annuli from all detected photons to estimate the most likely direction by (2) finding a rough approximation of the
direction from a set of initial candidates according to a maximum-likelihood approach; then (3) performing iterative
least-squares refinement to produce a final estimate of source direction. Such analysis must be simultaneously accurate
and fast, even on a low-power, embedded computational platform. In [6], we parallelize the pipeline to target an ARM
Cortex-A53 processor, and measure execution times for each stage over a range of input data.
In this work, we present a GPU-accelerated version of the localization stages of our pipeline, i.e. (2) and (3). The
initial reconstruction stage, i.e. (1), generates 𝑁 annuli (c, 𝜙, 𝜎), each constraining the estimated source direction to a
circle with a center described by the vector c and opening angle 𝜙, as well as an error term 𝜎 that “smears” the estimate.
For the initial approximation of source direction, we select 20 annuli at random, then run a CUDA kernel in which
each one is assigned to a distinct block. For each annulus 𝑖, we test a set of 720 candidate source directions s𝑖 , evenly
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spaced on the circle (c𝑖 , 𝜙𝑖 ). The kernel calculates the joint log-likelihood for each one with respect to all input annuli,
distributing work across GPU threads in the block. The candidates with the highest likelihood for each annulus are
averaged, weighted by likelihood, to produce an initial approximation of source direction, s0 , which is passed to the
refinement stage.
The iterative least-squares refinement stage uses a CUDA kernel to test if each annulus 𝑖 lies within 3𝜎𝑖 of an
estimated source direction s, initialized to the approximation s0 . From those annuli that do, we generate a linear
least-squares problem with a unit-norm constraint. As described in [4], this can be reduced to a quadratic eigenvalue
problem in 𝑂 (𝑁 2 ) time; this is accelerated in another CUDA kernel. The eigenvalue problem is then solved on the CPU
using the Eigen library [5] to produce a refined estimate for s. This process is repeated 20 times, with each iteration
using the result of the previous as the estimated source direction. The final solution s is taken as the source direction of
the GRB. More information on implementation and reproducibility can be found in [7].
To test our methods, we simulated a long GRB with a typical spectrum, using Geant4 [1] to generate 106 uniformly
distributed gamma-ray photons from a normally incident, collimated beam with a cross-section of 18 m2 to fully
cover the APT detector. The APT instrumentation and analog-to-digital conversion were simulated using APTSoft
(described in [3]). We measured the performance of both localization stages on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 GPU,
then used this to estimate the performance on an NVIDIA Jetson NX Xavier,1 for which the 10-watt power requirement
makes it comparable to what might fly onboard the APT platform. The GPU-accelerated initial source approximation
demonstrated an estimated speedup of 3.5 for a large input dataset. For the final stage, execution switches between the
CPU and GPU at each refinement iteration, incurring significant execution time overhead. However, GPU acceleration
slows the increase of execution time with input size when compared to the CPU times. This initial work suggests that
GPU acceleration for source localization can improve execution time performance, and we continue to develop our
kernels to reduce overhead and optimize further.
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